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We consider the complex solvable non-commutative two dimensional
Lie algebra L, L =< Y > Ell < x >, with Lie bracket [x,y) = y, as linear bounded
operators acting on a complex Hilbert space H. Under the assumption R(y) closed,
we reduce the computation of the joint spectra Sp(L, E), U6,k(L, E) and u,..,k(L, E),
k = 0,1,2, to the computation of the spectrum, the approximate point spectrum,
and the approximate compression spectrum of a single operator. Besides, we also
study the case y2 == 0, and we apply our results to the case H finite dimensional
ABSTRACT.

1. Introduction.

In [1] we introduced a joint spectrum for complex solvable finite dimensional Lie
algebras of operators acting on a Banach space E. If L is such an algebra, and

Sp(L, E) denotes its joint spectrum, Sp(L, E) is a compact non empty subset of
L *, which also satisfies the projection property for ideals, i. e., if [ is an ideal of

L, and if II: L *

--t

[*,

denotes the restriction map, Sp(I, E)

=

II( Sp( L, E)). In

addition, when L is a commutative algebra, Sp(L, E) reduces to the Taylor joint
spectrum, see [5J. Moreover, in [2J we extended Slodkowski joint spectra alj,k and

a'lr,k to the case under consideration, and we proved the usual spectral properties:
they are compact non empty subsets of L *, and the projection property for ideals
still holds.

In this-paper we consider the complex solvable non-commutative two dimensional
Li.e algebra L, L

=<

Y > E9

< x >, with Lie bracket [x, y] = y, as bounded linear

operators acting on a complex Hilbert space H, and we compute the joint spectra

Sp(L, H), alj,k(L, H) and a7r ,k(L, H), for k = 0,1,2, when R(y) is a closed subspace
1
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of H. Besides, by means of an homological argument, we reduce the computation
of these spectra to the one dimensional case. We prove that these joint spectra are
determined by the spectrum, the approximate point spectrum, and the approximate
compression spectrum of x in K er(y) and

x in

H / R(y), where

x is

the quotient

map associated to x, (R(y) and Ker(y) are invariant subspaces for the operator x).
In addition, we consider the case y2 = 0, (it easy to see that y is a nilpotent
operator), and we obtain a relation between the spectrum of x in R(y) and a subset
of the spectrum of

x in H / R(y),

which give us a more precise characterization of

the joint spectrum Sp(L, E). Finally, we apply our computation to the case H finite
dimensional.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review several definitions and
results of [1] and [2]. In

S~ctionJLy,re

prove our main theorems and, in Section 4,

we consider the case y2 = 0 and the finite dimensional.case.
2. Preliminaries.
In this section we briefly recall the definitions of the joint spectra Sp(L, H),

0"6,k(L,H) and O"7r(L,H), k = 0,1,2. We restrict ourselves to the case under consideration. For a complete account of the definitions and mean properties of these
joint spectra, see [1] and [2].
From now on, let L be the complex solvable two dimensional Lie algebra, L
Y > EB < x >,with Lie bracket [x, y]

= y,

=<

which acts as right continuous linear

operators on a Hilbert space H, i. e., L is a Lie sub algebra of £(Ht P, where £(H)
is the algebra of all bounded linear operators defined on H, and where £(H)OP
means that we consider £(H) with its opposite product. We observe that, any
complex solvable non-commutative two dimensional Lie algebra may be presented
in the above form.

If f is a character of L, we consider the chain complex (H ® I\L, d(f)), where

I\L denotes the exterior algebra of L, and d(f) is the following map:

do(f)(a < y

» = yea),

d1 (J)(c < yx

»

do(f)(b < x» = (x - f(x))(b),

= (-(x -1 - f(x)))(c) < y > +y(c) < x > .

Let H*(H ® I\L, d(J)) denote the homology of the complex (H ® I\L, d(J)), we now
state our first definition.
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Definition 1. With H, Land f as above, the set U E L>I<,J( L2)

L, d(f))

= OJ H>I< (® A

i= O}, is the joint spectrum of L acting on H, and it is denoted by Sp(L, H).

As a consequence of the results of [IJ, we have that Sp(L, H) is a compact non
empty subset of L>I<. Besides, as a standard calculation shows that the equality

y

= [x, y]OP = [y, xJ

= [yn, xl = [x, ynlO pr we have that

implies nyn

operator. Thus, Sp( < y

»

y is a nilpotent

= 0, and by the projection property, if

f belongs to

Sp(L, H), as < y >= L2 is an ideal of L, fey) = O.
Now, let us consider the basis of L, A, defined by, A

= {y, x}, and B, the basis of

L$ dual of A. If we consider Sp(L, H) in terms of the above basis, and we denote it
by Sp«y, x), H), i. e., Sp«y, x), H) = {(f(y),f(x)),f E Sp(L,H)}, we have that,

Sp«y, x), H)

= {(O,f(x)),J

E Sp(L,H)}.

In addition, the complex (H ® AL, d(f» may be written in the following way,

o -+ H
do=(y

d

~

H EEl H

x-A),

.d

~

d1

H

-+ 0,

_ (-(X-I-A»)

-

,

Y

where A = f(x). We denote this chain complex by (C,d(A». Thus, as (O,A) E

Sp«y, x), H) if and only if f E Sp(L,H), where A = f(x), to compute the latter is
equivalent to compute the former, and to study the exactness of the chain complex

(H ® AL,d(f» is equivalent to study the exa,ctness of (C,d(A»).

= 0,1,2, we review,
the case under consideration, the definition of them given in [2J. If p = 0,1,2,

With regard to the joint spectra 0"6,k(L, H) and O"7r,k(L,H), k
for

let Ep(L,H) be the set, Ep(L,H) = {f E L*,/(L 2) = OJ Hp«H ® AL,d(f)))

i= O}.

We now state our second definition.
Definition 2. With H, Land f as above,

0"6,k(L, H) =

U

E(L,R),

0$p9

O"7r,k(L,H)

=

U Ep(L,H)UU E L*,f(L2) = OjR(dk(f»is not closed},

k$p:$2
where 0

~

k

~

2.

We observe that Sp(L,H)

=

0"6,2(L,H)

=

O"7r,o(L,H). Besides, as we have
said, these joint spectra are compact non empty subsets of L>I<. In addition, as in
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the case of the joint spectrum Sp(L, H), we consider the joint spectra U6,k(L, H)
and u 7r ,k(L, H) in terms of the basis A and B. As these joint spectra are subsets of Sp(L, H), we have that U6,k«Y, x), H)

U7r ,k«y, x), H)

= {(O,f(x»,f

= {(O,f(x)),f E U6,k(L, H)}, and

E u 7r ,k(L, H)}, where k

= 0,1,2.

Moreover, as in the case of the joint spectrum Sp(L, H), to compute U6,k(L, H)
and u 7r ,k(L, H), 0 ::; k ::; 2, is equivalent to compute these joint spectra in terms
of the basis A and B. Finally, to compute the latter joint spectra it is enough to
study the complex (C, d('x), and to consider the corresponding properties involved
in the definition of U6,k(L, H) and u 7r',k(L, H), 0::; k ::; 2, for it.

3. The Main Result.
We begin with the characterization of Sp(L, H). Indeed, we consider Sp«y, x), H),
and by means of an homological argument we reduce its computation to the case
of a single operator.
Let us consider the chain complex (C, d),
0--+ H

d=y
----t

H --+ O.

Then an easy calculation shows that we have a short exact sequence of chain complex of the form,
--

i

P

--

0--+ (C,d) -+ (C,d('x» -+ (C,d) --+ 0,

where (ij)(O~j9) and (pj)(O~j9) are the following maps:
io = IH, and P2 = IH, Pl =

'2

= 0,

i l = IH Ell 0,

oEll IH, Po = O.

Thus, by [4,11,4], and the fact that p is a map of degree -1, we have a long exact
sequence of homology spaces of the form,
--+

Hq(C,d('x»

Pt.
--+

We observe that Hl(C, d)

= y,

-

-

at

1

. -

-

Hq_l(C,d) ---=-+ Hq_l(C,d)

= Ker(y),

and that Ho(C, d)

Hq_l(C,d('x))

= HI R(y).

-+.

Moreover, as

R(y), and that x(Ker(y)) ~ Ker(y). Then,
by [4,11,4]' 8q , q = 0,1, are the following maps: 8o([a]) = [(x - 'x)(a)] = (x - ,X) [a] ,
and 8 l (b) = -(x -,X -1)(b), where x:H/R(y) --+ H/R(y) is the map obtained
by passing x to the quotient space H / R(y). We now give our characterization of
Sp(L,H).
[x,y]OP

we have that x(R(y))

~

it 10
~
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Proposition 1. Let L be the complex solvable non-commutative two dimensional

Lie algebra L =< Y > ED < x >, with Lie bracket (x,yj=y, which acts as right
continuous linear opera-toTs on a complex Hilbert space H. If R(y) is a closed
subspace of H, and if we consider Sp(L, H) in terms of the basis {V, x} of Land
the basis of L * dual of the latter, we have,
Sp«y, x), H) = {OJ x Sp(x -1,Ker(y» U {OJ x Sp(x,HIR(y».
In addition, we have:

i) Ho(C, d(>.» = 0 iJJx - >.: HI R(y)

HI R(y) is a surjective map,

-t

ii) H 2( C, d( >.» = 0 iJJ x-I - >.: ker(y)

K er(y) is an injective map,

-t

iii) Hl (C. d( >')) = 0 iff x-I - >. is iniective. and x - >. - 1 is .H,rjective.
~

, " "

"",,,"

."

J

Proof.
It is a consequence of the long exact sequence of homology spaces, and the form

of the maps

aj, j

= 0,1.
I

In order to characterize the joint spectra a 1r ,k(L,H), we recall the notion of approximate point spectrum of an operator T: >. is in the approximate point spectrum
of T, which we denote by II(T), if there exists a sequence of unit vectors,
Xn

E H, "

Xn

11= 1, such that (T -

>,)(x n ) --:--+
n--oo

o.

(Xn)nEI'I/,

An easy calculation shows that

>. <t. II(T) if and only if Ker(T - >.) = 0 and R(T - >.) is closed in H.
We now consider the spectrum a 1r ,2«y, x), H). We observe that, as [x,y]OP = y,

(x -1)(Ker(y)

~

Ker(y). Then, we may consider II(x - 1,Ker(y». Indeed, we

shall see that a 1r ,2«y, x), H) = {OJ x II(x -l,Ker(y».
To prove the last assertion we proceed as follows. By Definition 2, we have
that a;,2 = ((0,>'jH2(C,d(>'»

R(d1 (>.» is closed}. However, by the
definition of d l (>.) and H 2(C, d(>.», H 2(C, d(>.» = K er(x -1- >.) n K er(y). Then,
H2(C,d(>.» = 0 is equivalent to Ker(x - 1 - >'1 Ker(y» = O. Thus, in order to
= 0, and

conclude with our assertion, it is enough to see that the fact R{x -1-,\ I Ker{y»
is closed, is equivalent to R( dl (>.» is closed.
Indeed, if (an )nEI'I/ is a sequence in K er(y) such that (x - 1 - >.)( an)

Ker(y), we have that, dl(>.)(a n )

---t

n-+oo

---t

n-+oo

bE

(-b,O). If R(dl (>'» is closed, there is a z

in H such that d1 (>.)(z) = (-b, 0), i.e., -(x -1- >')(z) = -b, and y(z) = 0: Thus,

z E K er(y) and R«x - 1 - >.) I Ker(y» is closed.
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On the other hand, if R( (x - 1 -..\ I K er(y» is closed, let us consider a sequenee
(Zn)nEN, Zn E H, such that d1(..\)(zn)

----t

n-oo

(W1' W2) E H Ef) H. We decompose H

as the orthogonal direct sum of K er(y) and K er(y)1.., H

=

K er(Y)Ef) K er(y)1...

Let (an)nEN and (bn)nEN be sequences in Ker(y) and Ker(y)1.., respectively, such
that Zn

= an + bn.
d1(..\)

Then,

= d1(..\)(a n ) + d1(..\)(bn)
= (-(x - 1 - ..\)(a n ), 0) + (-(x -

1 - ..\)(bn ), y(b n »,

where y: K er·(y)1.. ---+ R(y) is the restriction of y to K er(y) 1.. • We observe that;

y is a topological homeomorphism. Besides, as

as R(y) is a closed subspace of H,

y(b n )

----t

W2, there exists a Z2

E

Ker(y).l.. such that bn

n~~

+(x -1- ..\)(Z2).

is closed, there is a
Thus, (W1,W2)

Z2, and y(Z2)

=

n~~

W2. Then, -(x - 1 - ..\)(bn )
W1

~

As
Zl

----t

n-oo
(an)nEN is

-(x - 1 - "\)(Z2), and -(x - 1 - ..\)(an )

n-=

a sequence in K er(y), and R(x -1-,,\ I K er(y»

E K er(y) such that W1

= d1(..\)(Zl + Z2),

----t

+ (x -

1 - ..\)(Z2)

= -(x -

1 - ..\)(zt).

equivalently, R(d 1(..\» is a closed subspace of

H Ef) H.

With regard to
0' 11",1

0'11",1 ((y,

((y, x), H)C

x), H), we have, by Definition 2, that,

= ((O,..\); Hi( C, d( ..\»

= 0, i

= 1,2, and R( do (..\»

is closed},

'which, by Proposition 1, is equivalent to the following conditions:
i) x-I - ..\: K er(y) ---+ K er(y) is an isomorphic map,
ii) x - ..\: HI R(y) ---+ HI R(y) is an injective map,
iii) R(doC..\» is closed.
We shall see that

0'11",1 ((y,

x), H)

= Sp(x -l,Ker(y»

U II(x,HIR(y».

f/. Sp(x -l,Ker(y). Then,
are equivalent to ..\ f/. II(x,HIR(y».

Indeed, it is clear that condition i) is equivalent to..\
it is enough to see that condition ii) and iii)

However, by ii), it suffices to verify that the fact R(do)(..\) is closed is equivalent to

R(x -..\) is closed. Now, as the quotient map, II: H ---+ H/R(y), is an identification,
by [3,II,6], R = R(x -..\) = II(R(x- ..\» is closed in HI R(y) if and only if II-1(R) =
R(x - ,\) + R(y) = R(do('\» is closed in H.
In order to study the joint spectra O'I),k(L, H), k = 0,1,2, we recall the definition
of the approximate compression Spectrum of an operator T in H: ..\ is in the
approximate compression spectrum of T, which we denote by IIC(T), if there exists
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a sequence of unit vectors in H, (Xn)nEN',

..\)*(xn) ----40, i. e., IIC(T)
n---+oo

= II(T*).

Xn

E H,

II

Xn

11=

1, such that (T -

Besides, an easy calculation shows that ..\

does not belong to neT) if and only if (T - ,\) is a surjective map.
th·~

We now consider

joint spectra O"/j,o«Y, x), H).

However, by Definiton 2,

Proposition 1, and the previous considerations about the approximate compression
spectrum, it is cleaT

tha~

O"/j,k«Y, x), H)

= {O}

x nC(x,H/R(y)).

With regards to O"/j,l «y, x), H), by Definition 2 and Proposition 1, we have that

(0,..\) does not belong to O"/j,l«Y, x), H), if and only if (0,..\) satisfies the following
conditions:
i) x -..\: H/R(y)

--t

ii) x-I - ..\: K er(y)

H/R(y) is an isomorphic map,
--t

K er(y) is surjective.

Then, it is obvious that, O"/j,l«y, x), H)

= {o} x Sp(x,H/R(y))U{O} xnC(x-11

K er(y)).

We now summarize our results.
Theorem 1. Let L be the complex solvable non-commutative two dimensional Lie

algebra, L =< Y > EB < X >, with Lie bracket [x,yJop = y, which acts as right
continuous linear operators on a complex Hilbert space H. If R(y) is closed, the
joint spectra Sp( L, H), O"o,k( L, H) and 0" To,k( L, H), k = 0,1,2, in term.s of the

ba.~is

{y, x} of L, and the basis of L * dual of the latter, may be characterize as follows:

i) Sp«y, x), H) = {O} x Sp(x -l,Ker(y)) U {O} x Sp(x,H/R(y)),
ii) O"/j,o«y,x),H) = {O} x nC(x,H/R(y)),
iii) O"/j,l«y,X))

= {O}

x Sp(x,H/R(y)) U {O} x nc(x -l,Ker(y)),

ivy 0"'Ir,2«Y, x), H) = {O} x n(x -l,Ker(y)),
v) O"'Ir,l«Y, x), H)

= {O}

vi) 0"6,2«Y, x), H)

= O"'Ir,o«Y, x), H) = Sp«y,x),H).

x Sp(x -l,Ker(y)) U {O} x n(x,H/R(y)),

I

4. A Special Case.
As we have seen, y is a nilpotent operator. In this section we study the case

y2

= 0, and we obtain a more precise characterization of th joint spectrum Sp(L, H).
We decompose H in the following way: H

=

K er(y) EB K er(y).L. Besides, as
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R(y) is contained in K er(y), let us consider M, the closed subspace of H defined by,
M

= K ere y) n R(y).L.

Then, we have another orthogonal direct sum decomposition

of H, H = R(y) EB M EB Ker(y).L. Moreover, if we recall that x(R(y)) <;; R(y) and

x(Ker(y)) <;; Ker(y), we have that x and y have the following form,

~

Xu

0 0 -)
y= ( 0

0

,

x

=

(

0

o

000
where y is as in Section 3, and the maps

Xij

Xl2

X13 )
X23

o

,

X33

,1 ::; i ::; j ::; 2, are the restriction of

x to the corresponding spaces. We now see that, in the case under consideration,

Sp( L, H) reduces essentially to the spectrum of x in K er(y).
Proposition 2. Let L be the complex solvable non commutative two dimensional

Lie algebra, L =< Y > EB < x >, withLiebracket[x, yjOP = y, which acts as right
continuous linear operator.~ on a complex Hilbert space H. If R(y) is closed and y2

=

0, Sp( L, H), in terms of the basis {y, x} of L and the basis of L * dual of the latter,
may be described as follows. If Xu and Xn are the maps defined above, and if Si,
i

= 1,2,

are the sets: S1 = (Sp(xu, R(y)) -1), and S2

= (Sp(X22' R(y).L nK er(y)),

then, we have that,
Sp«y, x), H)

= {OJ

X

(S1 U (S1 +-2) U S2 U (S2 - 1)).

Proof.
An easy calculation shows that the relation [x, yjOP = Y is equivalent to yX33 -

xUy = y. However, as y is a topological homeomorphism, X33 = IKer(y)1. +y-l xuy.
In particular, Sp(x33,Ker(y).L)

= Sp(xu,R(y)) + 1.

Sp(xn, M)USp(X33 , K er(y).L), where M

Then, as Sp(x,HjR(y))

=

= R(y).LnK er(y),we have that Sp(x, H j R(yp

(Sl+2)US2'
On the other hand, it is clear that Sp(x -l,Ker(y)) = S1 U (S2 -1). Thus, by
Theorem 1, we conclude the proof.

•
Finally, we consider the case R(y) closed, y2 = 0, and H finite dimensional. If
r

= dim(R(y))

and k = dim(Ker(y)), let us chose a basis of Ker(y) such that the

first r-vectors of it are a basis of R(y), and in this basis, x has an upper triangular
form, with diagonal entries Aii, 1 ::; i ::; k. Then we have the following corollary.
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Corollary 1. Let H, L and the operator y be as in Proposition 2. If H is flnzie dimensional, and if we consider a basis of K er(y) with the above conditions,
Sp(L, H), m t.erms of the basis of Land L* considered in Proposition 2, is the
following set,
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